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[57] ' ABSTRACT 

The invention relates to a buckle for a safety belt, which 
buckle contains two symmetrically disposed swivel 
latches (9) which cooperate with indentations (11) lying 
opposite one another in the insertable tongue (7). In 
order to ensure that both swivel latches will always 
conjointly engage in the indentations in the insertable 
tongue, according to the invention the swivel latches 
are joined together by a drive arrangement so as to 
make a common movement. This drive arrangement 
may be formed by two levers (12,13), each of which is 
joined to one swivel latch (9) and whose ends are joined 
so as to make a common movement. 

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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BUCKLE FoR ASAFETYBEIZ, Y Q. 
The inventionhrelates to, abuckilefor a safety belt, 

consisting of aninsertabletgng ' slLalving two symmetri 
eallyj,disposed.,.lateralyfindenta ns and,.,pf alock for 
receiving 'Wthe insertable ’ a a ‘guide’: channel 
which is formed between'ltwo lo platesand'whi’c'h‘on 
its two shorter sidés'earr'ies swivel ‘Iat'che'si‘foi‘ engage’ 
menlthien the‘ indentatipns in he ‘insertable “tongue, the 
‘swivel latches being vl'i'eld 's'v'vive'llably in 
look plates. , I ‘v ' _, 

. lh‘one known ‘buckle‘of this‘kind-‘(LE-OS No. 26 50 
‘498) the'two swivel latc’hes’ar‘e‘rnovable independently 
‘of ‘ one another. This entails the-disadvantage that‘dn'ly - 
one of ‘the two latches‘ may conceivably be engagedin 
the insertable tongue, while the other remains unlocked. 
This can for example occur when the insertable tongue 
is inserted only so far into the lock that only one of the 
two latches can snap into the appertaining ‘indentation, 
while the other is not yet able to engage. This then leads 
to inadequate securing of the insertable tongue in the 
lock. ‘ 

siests in providing a buckle of this kind which ensures 
secure locking of the two swivel latches. 
The solution according to the invention comprises 

joining the swivel latches together by a drive arrange 
ment so as to make a common movement. It preferably 
consists of two levers, which are rotationally ?xed at 
the ends of the swivel latches, extend towards one an 
other, and engage positively. one in the other at their 
ends, one lever reaching around the end of the other. If 
it should occur that the tongue is not inserted suf? 
ciently far for both latches to engage, the drive arrange 
ment according to the invention ensures that even the 
latch ?rst reached by an indentation in the tongue will 
not engage. Since neither of the two latches then holds 

The problem underlying the invention therefore con 
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the tongue fast, it is not possible for the user to be given ' 
the impression that correct locking has been achieved 
when perhaps only one of the two latches has actually 
engaged. 
The solution according to the invention is surpris 

ingly simple and inexpensive, because in any case a 
pressing must be attached to each of the latch ends in 

, order to operate the latches. The latches are therefore 
expediently formed by these pressings, which on the 
other hand are each provided with a lever extending 
substantially in the longitudinal direction of the lock, 
while an opening wedge cooperates with the ends of 
these levers. 
The invention is explained more fully below with 

reference to the drawing, in which: 
FIG. 1 is‘a longitudinal section through the buckle 

between the lock plates, . 
FIG. 2 a section, parallel to FIG. 1, outside a lock 

plate, 
FIG. 3 a section similar to FIG. 2 but taken rather 

further outwards, and 
FIG. 4 is a side view of the lock, corresponding in the 

direction of view to FIGS. 1 to 3. 
The buckle consists of the lock 1 and of the insertable 

tongue 2. Two lock plates 4 of identical shape, of which 
‘the lower can be seen in FIG. 1 and the upper in FIG. 
2, are made fast, parallel to one another, to a fastening 
part 3 which in turn is anchored by means of a rope to 
the vehicle body. They are held a determined distance 
apart by the fastening part 3 and by projections 6 which 
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2 
are provided-one casing 5 surrounding the lock and 
which penetrate-tbetweehithe plates 4..This distance is so 
selected that the space formed between the plates is 
tslightljynfwidernthani‘the thickness ‘of the insertable 
tongue 2,1sotthat the insertable part 37lof’the tongue 2 is 
guided fsecturelytzbutuwith easy tslidability ‘between the 
plates.;Thet projections '6' {on the lock casing moreover 
formguidesurfaeés 26 on theshorter- sides of the guide 
massage-‘formed, for the- insert-ion'of- the tongue 2 be 
‘twéen the plates 4.‘ These guide surfaces ‘cooperate with 
the' edgesiof'ithe insertable part 7 of the tongue 2. A 
swivel latch 9 is held in cutouts 8 which are provided in 
‘each’ of the two plates,zein line with one another and 
disposed symmetricallyr to the» centre plane of the lock. 
Each s'wi‘vel latch‘ is supported at its end shown on the 
right in 151611 in thetappertaining 'cutout. The‘left-hand 
portion of the cutouts .is made wide enough to enable 
the swivel:.-latch to-make a swivelling ‘movement into 
and out :of the indentation in the tongue. In so doing it 
turns about the point of contact between its right-hand 
end and the appertaining supporting surface of the cut 
cuts 8. The point of contact or swivelling centre is 
indicated at 18 and 19 in FIG. 2. 
At its left-hand end each swivel latch forms an end 

face for cooperating with the insertable tongue. The 
swivel latches 9 are urged by a spring 10 inwards into 
the guide passage, where they then snap into indenta 
tions 11 in the tongue 2. In this respect the arrangement 
can be regarded as known. 
FIG. 2 shows a view of the outer side' of a lock plate 

4 and of the ends of the swivel latches 9 which pass 
through this plate. Pressings 12,13, preferably of a low 
friction plastics material such as polyamide, are 
mounted on these ends so as to be non-rotatable. The 
pressing 12 forms a lever arm 14 extending transversely 
to the longitudinal direction of the lock. A lever arm 15 
extends from the pressing 13 towards the said lever arm 
14. At its end 16 the lever arm 14 is formed as a jaw and 
?ttingly embraces a head 17 formed at the end of the 
other lever 15. If the upper swivel latch in FIG. 2 is 
turned in the clockwise direction, the end 16 of the 
lever 14 moves towards the left, carrying the end 17 of 
the lever 15 with it, and ‘thus turns the lower swivel 
latch in the counterclockwise direction, and vice versa. 
The swivel latches can therefore move inwards into the 
indentations in the tongue2, on the insertion of the 
latter, under the action of the spring 10 only when both 
have reached their respective indentations. 
The pressings 12,13 are lengthened towards the left in 

the longitudinal direction of the lock. They are flat and 
carry projections 22,23 which project transversely to 
the plane of the lock plates 4 and between which lies an 
opening wedge 24 (FIG. 3), which extends in a plane 
above the main dimension of the pressings 12,13. When 
the opening wedge 24 is pushed to the left in the direc 
tion of the arrow by pressure on its handle 25, the pro 
jections 22, 23 are moved apart, whereby the swivel 
latches 9 are swivelled into the open position. 
We claim: 
1. A safety belt buckle assembly having an insertable 

tongue plate and a tongue lock with a pair of opposed 
spaced plates forming a guide channel therebetween for 
forward longitudinal insertion of the tongue plate into 
and rearward longitudinal withdrawal of the tongue 
plate from a locking position therein, the pair of op 
posed plates having laterally spaced pairs of opposed 
latch member openings on opposite sides of the longitu 
dinal axis of insertion and withdrawal of the tongue 
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plate, a pair of swivel members having latching mem 
bers extending across the guide channel and received 
within the pairs of opposed latch member openings 
respectively for engagement by the tongue plate upon 
longitudinal insertion thereof into the guide channel, 
the pairs of opposed openings being contoured to pro, 
vide pairs of aligned generally forwardly facing pivot 
shoulders for engagement by the latch members for 
lateral pivotal movement of the swivel members about 
axes symmetrically located relative to said longitudinal 
axis, spring means pivotally biasing the swivel members 
inwardly toward each other to inner pivotal locking 
positions thereof, the latching members and tongue 
plate having, with the tongue plate inserted to its lock 
ing position and the latching members in their inner 
pivotal locking positions, pairs of longitudinally ops 
posed locking shoulders for latching the tongue plate 
against rearward longitudinal withdrawal from the 
tongue lock, the swivel members having respective 
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4 
lever members, with respective laterally spaced release 
followers longitudinally forwardly of the locking shoul 
tiers of the latching members and means coacting to 
provide for combined pivotal operation of the swivel 
members, and a lock release slide longitudinally recip 
rocable for engaging the release followers and pivot the 
swivel members outwardly from their inner locking 
positions to release the tongue plate. 

2. The safety belt buckle assembly according to claim 
1 wherein the lever members of the swivel members are 
made of plastic. I 

3. A safety belt buckle assembly according to claim 
or 2 wherein the latching members have opposed longi 
tudinally extending faces engag‘eable by the tongue 
plate to pivot the swivel members outwardly upon said 
forward longitudinal insertion of the tongue plate to its 
locking position. 
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